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Description

Analyze and have fun with the text from the best series of all time

Author(s)

Maintainer: Brad Lindblad <bradley.lindblad@gmail.com>

Other contributors:

- Lucas Graybuck [contributor]
- Sean Kent <spkent@wisc.edu> [contributor]

See Also

Useful links:

- [https://github.com/bradlindblad/schrute](https://github.com/bradlindblad/schrute)
- Report bugs at [https://github.com/bradlindblad/schrute/issues](https://github.com/bradlindblad/schrute/issues)

Description

The entire script transcriptions from The Office

Usage

theoffice

Format

A tibble with 55130 observations of 12 variables:

- **index** row index
- **season** season number
- **episode** episode number
- **episode_name** name of the episode
- **director** director of the episode
- **writer** name(s) of writers of the episode
- **character** name of the character saying the line
**text**  words spoken by that actor

**text_w_direction**  words spoken by that actor with stage direction included

**imdb_rating**  rating from imdb

**total_votes**  total votes for episode on imdb

**air_date**  date the episode originally aired

**Source**

[https://transcripts.foreverdreaming.org](https://transcripts.foreverdreaming.org)
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